
Camp Management

CEM camp management handles the accommodation for 

employees, works, clients, vendors in the construction site and 

keeps track of people available in the camp. It helps in streamlining 

the camp operations. We coordinate to ensure that there is no 

duplication of efforts and services are provided to camp residents 

in a consistent manner.



Challenges Solutions

BenefitsFeatures

 Camp master

 Food and Accommodation 

agreement management

 Check-in & check-out process for 

occupants

 Process daily time logs

 Cost booking feature for owned 

camps

 Payment certification feature for 

rented camps

 Structured inquiries for camp related 

transactions

 Multi-various project reports for 

decision making

 Maintain separate agreements for 

accommodation and food needs of 

your camp occupants.

 Easily compute and book camp 

costs to projects using cost 

booking feature.

 Enjoy informed decision making 

and gain better output using our 

inquiries and reporting solution.

 Process check-in and check-out 

logs for your camp occupants

 Handling multiple camps in different 

locations

 Manage camp occupants, their 

necessities and facilities altogether

 Maintain agreements for food and 

accommodation requirements

 Process time logs

 Compute, account & track camp 

costs

 Difficult to track payments

 Maximum utilization of camp 

capacity

 Simplified process to compute 

camp rentals is possible with 

construction camp management 

pricing

 Manage multiple project 

workforces under same or different 

camps



Choosing a technology partner is BIG decision, considering that 60% of the technology 

projects fails to achieve desired results. You need a partner who has the seriousness and 

commitment to you. Technology partnership is long term. You need a face and personal 

commitment from the partner. At CEM, we assign dedicated teams supported by top 

management personnel.

Contact Us

+1 201 391 5345

Info@cembs.com         

www.cembs.com
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Being one of the fastest growing IT companies, we provide end to end delivery of services 

including licensing, implementation, support, and add-on solutions. At CEM’s we provide a 

guaranteed consulting team that has a deep and broad expertise with several ERP 

systems and strong business, operational, and technical backgrounds.

About CEM


